3" min Parastick N Dry centered over edge adhered with ParaPrimer

Concrete placement direction

2" Sand slurry protection slab
Bentonite side of Paraseal GM/LG
HDPE side of Paraseal GM/LG

2" sand slurry mud slab required
Para JT Tape
Washer headed nail
Soil or compacted granular base

NOTE: When pouring concrete over the Paraseal GM/LG pour either directly on top of the seam or towards the closed edge of the seam so as not to lodge concrete between the lapped seam.

Use washer headed nails in the seam areas only as needed. All nails to be located in the seams and covered with Para JT Tape.

NOTE: Paraseal products require a min of 24 PSF of compaction/confinement in order to function as designed.
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